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This course is designed for:

 ■ Undergraduate and postgraduate students who would like to  
pursue a career in the IT industry

 ■ Developers interested in Mobile Apps development

 ■ Manual Testers who want to move to automated testing tools 

 ■ Mobile Application Testers 

Course Objectives
At the end of the course, you should be able to: 

 ■ Create applications for Android devices

 ■ Get an insight into the capabilities of Micro Focus UFT and  
Micro Focus Mobile Center

 ■ Understand the workings of Mobile Center

 ■ Integrate Mobile Center to work with UFT

Prerequisites/Recommended Skills
To be successful in this course, you should have the following prereq-
uisites or knowledge:

 ■ Mobile Apps

 ■ Testing concepts

 ■ Knowledge of UFT

 ■ Mobile Handsets have to be arranged by the participants or the 
facilitator

Mobile Apps Development  
and Testing
This course introduces students to basic and advanced concepts related to Android Mobile 
Application programming. The students are introduced to automating the functional testing of the 
mobile applications being developed, using Micro Focus® Mobile Center. This helps in ensuring  
a delightful experience for the mobile application user by minimizing the scope of errors and 
functional issues.

Course Topics
 Modules  Objectives
   Module 1—Android Overview  ■ Introduction to Android

 ■ Features of Android

 ■ Introduction to Android Applications

 ■ History of Android

  Module 2—Android Environment Setup  ■ Set up Java Development Kit

 ■ Android IDEs

Module 3—Android Architecture  ■ Linux Kernel

 ■ Libraries

 ■ Android Libraries

 ■ Android Runtime

 ■ Application Framework

Continued on the next page
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 Modules  Objectives
Module 4—Android Application Components  ■ Activities

 ■ Services

 ■ Broadcast Receivers

 ■ Content Providers

 ■ Additional Components

Module 5—Create Android Application  ■ Anatomy of Android Application

 ■ The Main Activity File

 ■ The Manifest File

 ■ The Strings File

 ■ The Layout File

 ■ Run the Application

Module 6—Organize resource in Android Studio  ■ Directory and Resource Type

 ■ Alternative Resources

 ■ Accessing Resources

 ■ Android Activities

Module 7—Android Services  ■ Services State and Description

 ■ Services Callback and Description

Module 8—Android Broadcast Receivers  ■ Create Broadcast Receiver

 ■ Register Broadcast Receiver

 ■ Broadcast Custom Intents

Module 9—Android Content Providers  ■ Content URIs

 ■ Create Content Provider

Module 10—Android Fragments  ■ Fragment Lifecycle

 ■ Use Fragments

 ■ Types of Fragments

Module 11—Android Intent and Filters  ■ Intent Objects

 ■ Category

 ■ Extras

 ■ Flag

 ■ Component Name

 ■ Types of Intent

Module 12—Introduction to Micro Focus Mobile Center  ■ Understand the keys to successful Mobile applications

 ■ Explain Mobile App Lifecycle

 ■ Increase your effectiveness

 ■ Accelerate delivery

 ■ Test under real-world conditions

 ■ Describe the new features of Mobile Center

Module 13—Getting Started  ■ Set up the Mobile Lab

 ■ Install Mobile Center

 ■ Connect Devices

Module 14—Admin Tasks  ■ Set up tests with Mobile Center Wizard

 ■ Define Gestures

 ■ Troubleshoot and tips for Mobile Center

Continued on the next page
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 Modules  Objectives
Module 15—Preparing to Record  ■ Identify functional testing principles and the benefits of automated testing

 ■ Navigate the typical GUI testing workflow

 ■ Document the steps of a business process

 ■ Prioritize business processes using effective criteria

 ■ Gather sufficient test data

 ■ Prepare the test environment for automated testing

Module 16—Creating a Basic Test  ■ Create a basic test from a manual test case

 ■ Run a test and check for errors

 ■ Save a test

 ■ View test results

Module 17—Working with Objects  ■ Identify objects

 ■ Define a UFT for GUI Testing object

 ■ Identify objects in UFT for GUI Testing

 ■ Use the object repository to manage objects in UFT for GUI Testing

Module 18—Verifying with Standard Checkpoints  ■ Define standard checkpoints

 ■ Add standard checkpoints to a test

 ■ Use a regular expression to add flexibility to a standard checkpoint

Module 19—Using Parameters  ■ Identify and use different parameter types

 ■ Insert an input parameter

 ■ Insert an output parameter

 ■ Parameterize a checkpoint

 ■ Evaluate test results for iterative tests

 ■ Automatically parameterize steps

Module 20—Record UFT Tests  ■ Record a GUI Test

 ■ Record a test on multiple devices

 ■ Record a test on multiple applications

 ■ Record a simulated environment

 ■ Add checkpoints and output values

 ■ Use text recognition

Module 21—Edit UFT Tests  ■ Add non-recordable steps

 ■ Add test objects to the object repository manually

 ■ Spy and Highlight controls in the application

 ■ Synchronize a test

 ■ Runtime property values

Module 22—Run UFT Tests  ■ Explain the UFT Test Run Flow

 ■ Run tests with insight

 ■ Run tests on multiple applications
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About Micro Focus
Micro Focus is a global software company with 40 years of experience 
in delivering and supporting enterprise software solutions that help cus-
tomers innovate faster with lower risk. By applying proven expertise in 
software and security, we enable customers to utilize new technology 

solutions while maximizing the value of their investments in critical IT 
infrastructure and business applications. As a result, they can build, oper-
ate and secure the IT systems that bring together current business logic 
and applications with emerging technologies–in essence, bridging the 
old and the new–to meet their increasingly complex business demands.

https://www.microfocus.com
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